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the editorial teamthe editorial team  

Hey! We are the fabulous editorial team. We are a group of Ao Tawhiti 
students in the Spark Hapori creating the next edition of Coterie Maga-
zine. 

Send your submissions to us with your fun ideas and tell us how we did 
with our most recent magazine.

Cassidy Cooper Alpha Rae-Flick Frankie Ingram Rumi Browne-Scott

Imogen Campbell Kaylin Johnston Laura BorrowdaleBenjy Rivett

coterie
n. a group of like-minded people or things

a zine by and for the students of Ao Tawhiti Unlimited Discovery
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I love the diversity and vibrancy of the Ao Tawhiti community. I think 
this community does a great job at making people feel valued for being 
themselves. There is an acceptance of everyone’s quirkiness and this ac-
ceptance for diversity will make the whole world a better place to be.

Our school values exemplify the values needed to build a strong commu-
nity. We promote respect and love. We trust one another and encourage 
one another to be brave in our learning. These are all important in build-
ing community. 

I value the special character of the school. I think that all students should 
feel empowered in their learning - and this empowerment comes from 
being able to take control over learning. I also value the inclusion of 
whānau in the school - as I believe that kura should be working closely 
with students and their families. 

In five years I see the Ao Tawhiti community as fully embracing the 
range of ages and people within the kura. I would love to see the older 
students and younger students feel that they are in the same community. 
I would love to see the kura embracing more tikanga and te reo Māori. 
I see the community as a place where every individual is valued for who 
they are.

Another community that matters to me would be my friends. I have a 
small group of supportive friends who make me feel valued. I watch us 
look out for each other and it warms my heart seeing people take the 
time to care for one another. 

whanaungatangawhanaungatanga
with Anita Yarwoodwith Anita Yarwood

As told to Frankie Ingram



Botanical purple,  by Benjy Rivett



Alpha on Mollett Street, by Benjy Rivett



The first step to creating your own podcast is to get inspired! What 
do you feel most passionate about? What’s a topic you could talk 
about for hours? There are so many other people out there who have 
similar interests, and so they are the ones who’ll listen. 

Next up, (and probably the most important step) is to figure out 
how you’re going to record your podcast. You’ll need a soundproof 
room, a microphone and preferably a mixing board connected to

start your own start your own 
podcast!podcast!

Ao Tawhiti students recording their podcast at Turanga.

Story and images by Kaylin Johnston



your computer. At Turanga library there is an audio/video record-
ing studio that you can book (for free!) and you’ll get to use all the 
equipment, and have a 15 minute orientation at the start if you 
need it. 

To keep your followers listening, you need to stay relatable. Social 
media is a great tool to ‘stay in the know’ with news on your topic. 
If you talk about the same things in the same layout every episode 
of your podcast, people will start clicking off and will find some-
thing else. 

A common misconception is that you need to be a natural speaker 
or communicator. This is false. Even the best speakers have to prac-
tice many times before they get it right. Yes, your first recording 
might not go as planned, but that’s why you need to keep persist-
ing. The more you record, the more confident you will get. 

Good luck!

Ao Tawhiti students recording their podcast at Turanga.



Fish eye skate,  by Zavier Keys



moving to ao tawhitimoving to ao tawhiti
Story by Kennedy Vernal

At the beginning of year eleven, I moved from Cashmere High to Ao 
Tawhiti, and over the past year and a half, I have realised it was the best 
choice for me. Since I was little I have always been very independent 
with my learning and being able to take charge of what and how I was 
learning motivates me. At Ao Tawhiti, I get to choose the way I learn and 
can have as much or as little flexibility during my week that I need to get 
the most potential out of what I do at school. My two older siblings went 
to Ao Tawhiti and they both enjoyed it, and during the end of year 10 at 
Cashmere, I realised that although I really enjoyed learning, I would en-
joy going to school and doing assignments much more at a place where 
I had more of a say in what I would be doing at school, so I thought 
switching to Ao Tawhiti was a great idea.

Ao Tawhiti Unlimited Discovery’s journey as a school first started in 
late 2001 when the primary school Discovery 1 opened on Manches-
ter Street in the Christchurch CBD with only 8 staff and 30 students. A 
few years later, in 2003, Unlimited Paenga Tawhiti was opened as a high 
school. Both schools continued to grow over the years as they remained 
in the CBD, but when the 2011 Christchurch earthquake struck, the two 
schools were forced to merge and relocate to Halswell Residential Col-
lege. After a very challenging few years of aftershocks, relocating and 
major changes in the two schools, Discovery and Unlimited officially 
merged and were renamed Ao Tawhiti Unlimited Discovery before set-
tling into the new school in the CBD in 2019. Since the beginning, Ao 
Tawhiti has ensured that each student’s learning experience is enjoyable 
and memorable by allowing them to craft their own path of education 
and this is what makes the s pecial character of the school. “The special 
character is about the students taking control over their own education. 
Making their own decisions and choices about where they are going, set-
ting good goals, and having access to lots of resources and interesting 



classes that suit their personal interests,” says Brent Silby, a staff mem-
ber at Ao Tawhiti. Brent has been a Learning Advisor and a part of the 
school since early 2004 and has contributed a lot to the special character 
of the school. 

Since moving to Ao Tawhiti, I have been much more motivated to go 
to school each day to learn and try new things. I am very goal-focused, 
and I always look forward to planning my schedule with my home base 
learning advisor, Laura Borrowdale, each term to work out what is best 
for me and my goals, and what my next step could be to achieve them. 
This is the same for many others at Ao Tawhiti, and some people pre-
fer to learn completely differently. At Ao Tawhiti,  Everyone gets to find 
what works best for them and learn the way they find is easiest and the 
most enjoyable, which is what I love most about the school. I have been 
able to work both in and out of classes whenever it suits me and my ac-
ademic goals at the time. An example of this is how I have a timetable 
clash during two of the classes that I’m most interested in, so I am cur-
rently working with a learning advisor one on one to take psychology as 
an NCEA subject out of class. Everyone is in a home base group depend-
ing on their learning advisor, we have home base times a few mornings 
each week and during that time, along with many other activities we 
have individual meetings with our learning advisor called ‘One To Ones’, 
which we have a chance to plan our week and come up with goals.

I’ve been able to try out lots of different subjects and courses and find 
what I’m most interested in. From art and psychology to a part-time 
hairdressing course, the possibilities are endless. At Ao Tawhiti, there are 
so many different courses and subjects to choose from. Some examples 
are theatre design, culinary skills, music or pottery. Because there are so 
many different options, all students have a place that suits them and their 
interests, and everyone can easily find where they fit in the school, and 
everyone gets to learn about the things they are most interested in.  

As well as all these scheduled classes, run by learning advisors, we have 
other times in the year which we get to learn lots of new things, from 



 other members of the school community, like students, parents or other 
family members. An example of this is during P.I.N.S, which stands for 
Passions, Interests, and Needs. We have a day of P.I.N.S each term and 
every student gets to choose what activity, skill or subject they would 
like to try out for a whole day, or even create a P.I.N.S workshop to run. 
“It gives me an opportunity to do what I want to do for a short period 
of time, and it’s overall just a fun thing to do.” says Rose Putwain, who is 
a Year 11 Student at Ao Tawhiti. We also often have workshops run by 
anybody in the wider school community, sometimes during our home 
base time, or on Friday during Hapori, which is a time every Friday from 
11 AM in which the school communities each group together based on 
a common interest, and work on student-led projects. An example of 
this is how currently in my Homebase, we have a member of the wider 
school community named Tom Harris coming in each week, talking to 
us about his app and research on critical thinking. 

Overall, moving schools to Ao Tawhiti was definitely the best choice for 
me and my learning. Not only do I get the opportunity to learn about all 
of the things I am interested in and work towards my goals at my own 
pace, but I also get to tailor my school experience to my own needs and 
interests, so I can get the most success and enjoyment out of my year as 
possible. 

A Design hapori student, Bethany, working on their passion.



of astronomical of astronomical 
proportions...proportions...



The Moonquakes are a Christchurch based Indie Rock band founded 
in the rough year of 2020. They play original tracks as well as covers 
of their favorite rock bands, such as Artic Monkeys, Foo Fighters and 
The Strokes. Their songwriting process is largely cooperative. Noah and 
Corey will often work on lyrics they’ve come up with by themselves 
and then bring them to eachother to see how the others influence can 
strengthen it. Josh has a certain knack for coming up with solid guitar 
riffs that they can build apon. They’ll be popping up around town so stay 
tuned, and come see them play!

Josh Walker, Noah McKay, and Corey Adams playing at Smokefree Rockquest



eye on the prideeye on the pride

Schools’ Pride Week is a national event run by InsideOUT. InsideOUT 
is a national charity providing resources, workshops and whose goal is 
to create a more inclusive space for Rainbow youth inside schools.  
From the 14th of June to the 17th of June the school’s GSA (gen-
der-sexuality alliance) put together activities and fundraisers to pro-
mote Ao Tawhiti’s support for their LGBTQIA+ students.

The GSA is a student lead group that focuses on our main goal of creat-
ing a safe and inclusive space at school. This is a group run by students 
for students and allows LGBTQIA+ students to know that school is a 
safe place for them to express themselves without fear of harassment or 
judgment. We have worked on creating our schools LGBTQIA+ policy 
along with our student board representative, we have successfully run 
pride week for two years in a row and hold weekly meetings where peo-
ple are able to hang out, eat their lunch and chat!

We sent out an email to students letting them know about all of the ex-
citing events we had planned. 
On Monday, students, as well as the GSA leaders, hung informative 
posters from InsideOUT around the school. We also hung a big pride 
flag at reception to brighten up the school! 

We kicked off the week with an Out On The Shelves book display. Out 
On The shelves is an online resource that allows rainbow youth to con-
nect with stories that represent them. During pride week schools and 
libraries are able to participate in Out On The Shelves by creating a dis-
play of books with LGBTQIA+ themes and storylines. These books will 
be available for loan in the upcoming weeks!

By GSA leaders, Hannah (she/her), Andy (he/his) and Lizzie (she/her). 



Riverside pride, by Benjy Rivett



Out on the shelves, image by Hannah Crisp

A group of year 12/13 students dressed in rainbow for dress-up day, image 
by Hannah Crisp



On Tuesday we did a bake sale. We sold a collection of cookies, cup-
cakes, brownies and Lollie cake. Overall, we raised $145 from our bake 
sale. This money will go towards growing our Out On The Shelves book 
collection. 

Wednesday we had paper crafts set up in 1.1 during lunchtime. We made 
rainbow origami frogs and paper chains. 

We wrapped the week up on Thursday with a school-wide rainbow cele-
bration. Students and staff alike were encouraged to wear their brightest 
colours to show support for our school’s rainbow community. A staff 
member even made rainbow stickers for all of the staff to wear. We made 
this POP with our rainbow face paint sessions we held at lunch! The 
school looked so colourful and proud of our community! 

The day also finished with a rainbow showing up just outside of the 
school! A perfect way to finish off the week. 

A great big thank you to all of our students and staff who showed us sup-
port throughout the week! We’d love to see your support continued in 
the weeks and months to come. If you would like to be a part of the GSA, 
any student is welcome to come along to our meetings every Wednesday 
lunchtime in 1.1. 

If you would like to contact us about future ideas or projects please email 
us at gsa@aotwahiti.school.nz. Also, follow our Instagram @aotwahitigsa 
for more updates and posts about pride week.



Sarah Higginson and her pie, 
image supplied by the baker herself



how to make...how to make...
Sarah Higginson’s Baked Bean Pie Sarah Higginson’s Baked Bean Pie 

Ingredients

- 2 pieces of Edmonds pre rolled flakey pastry.
-  2 cans baked beans Edam cheese. 
- “If you’re feeling extra feisty you can add some bacon”.
- 1 large dish. 
- Some seasoning if you want.

Steps:

You’ll need to defrost the pastry first which will take about 5 minutes.

Place baking paper in the dish and put the defrosted pastry on top of it 
and squish them so they’re  joined together.

“Poke some holes in the pastry so it doesn’t go kaboom.”

Open the cans of beans and push the lid down to drain them. Put the 
beans into the pie and spread them around the pie (and bacon if you 
wish) and grate cheese on top.

Put in the oven for 20-25 minutes on 180 degrees fan bake. 

“It means love, joy, nourishment. And just yeah, it just means happiness 
to all, and all of those words.”

Interpreted by Rumi Browne-Scott



winter wardrobewinter wardrobe
      By Imogen Campbell





matariki makeup  matariki makeup  
Make up by Imogen Campbell

I based my inspiration for this makeup look on the Winter skies of Ma-
tariki. I wanted to use makeup as a medium to explore the feminine 
energy of Matariki as it is sometimes thought of as a mother and six 
daughters, and some people know it as the Seven Sisters. I especially 
wanted to focus on the eyes, based on the Maori translation as the ‘eyes 
of god’. 





Blood Moon,  by Benjy Rovvett

Look up at the sky
The lunar cycle unlapsed
Forever full moon.

Forever Full Moon,  by Noah McKay



Student work from the Design Hapori.



Indy Carter’s work from the Design Hapori.



Amy McKenzie
Pronouns: she/they

Amy says her dad has probably had the biggest impact on her fashion 
sense. The most versatile item in her wardrobe is a dress, since she can 
make it fancy or dress it down for a more casual look.

She describes her style as messy, comfy and a bit basic, preferring to cre-
ate outfits from essentials. Her favourite season is Autumn, since it’s cold 
meaning she can wear warmer clothes. Her favourite item of clothing is 
their denim jacket, as it’s comfortable and warm.

She prefers op-shops and thrift stores to buying clothes new because it’s 
cheaper but they’re still quality items. They also like how the money goes 
to a good cause, such as charities that donate to the SPCA.

She hopes that in the future, fashion goes everywhere because it’s up to 
anyone what they feel comfortable in. She would like to see gender roles 
in fashion broken down, so a guy could walk down the street in a full-on 
wedding dress to McDonalds, and no one would care or judge him.

If she were the school principal, they’d make the day start and end later. 
Her favourite genre of movies is sci-fi.

If she could pick someone to style them for a day she’d pick The Queen 
of England because she thinks it’d be funny to just try something com-
pletely different.

Her favourite musical artists are The Frights, Wallows and they especial-
ly like The Regrettes.

fashion interviews fashion interviews 



Jupiter Gray
Pronouns: they/she

They describe their style as; Light Academia, Fairycore and New York 
streetwear inspired. When asked who has had the biggest impact on her 
sense of style, Lucy responded the fashion channel ‘Bestdressed’.

Her favourite season is Winter, followed by Autumn, as these both give 
them opportunities to layer clothes (a stylish option they’re very fond 
of). They prefer thrifting to buying brand new clothes, stating that it’s 
“affordable, you find unique pieces, and it’s environmentally-friendly”.

Lucy says their favourite item of clothing is their olive green corduroy 
overalls, which they wore during the interview. They like how adaptable 
they are. The most versatile item in Lucy’s wardrobe are slip dresses. She 
explains they’re good for layering, they can be worn by themselves, over 
a blouse, 
If she could pick anyone to style them for a day, they would choose ei-
ther the creator of Bestdressed, or Emma Chamberlain. She also likes 
Madonna and Vogue-inspired outfits???

The first thing she’d do as the school principal would be to enforce strict 
anti-harassment policies and protect people who identify as non-males 
from being mistreated because of their gender.

She loves anime, especially Studio Ghilbli, as it has a “pretty aesthetic”.

They hope that old trends circle back around, specifically wanting the 
70s, 80s, and 90s to make a comeback. They want for people who weren’t 
around in those eras to be able to experience them. She also says she 
hopes fashion becomes more ethical, and they hope people are finally 
able to express themselves through fashion.
under a jacket or even as a skirt.



Jupiter



Plants need a couple basic things:

SUNLIGHT 
All plants require sunlight, though they can live without it for short pe-
riods of time. Some plants need direct lighting like aloe vera, ponytail 
palm and jasmine. Others need very little indirect sunlight like snake 
plant, spider plant and peace lily.

WATER 
Every plant does need water. Some get the moisture from the air and 
don’t need direct watering. You have to be careful not to overwater your 
plants because that will kill them. You also need to be careful not to un-
derwater them, unless it’s a cactus, but they still need water.

how to look after       your plant family:how to look after       your plant family:
Story by Alpha Rae-Flick



NUTRITION
Plants also demand nutrition to grow, just like humans. Their main nu-
trition source is in the soil. In the soil the main nutrients are: Nitrogen 
(N), Phosphorus (P) and Potassium (K). They make the trio NPK. Fertil-
izer is also another nutrient. 

LOVE
Plants also respond to love. Giving them sunlight, water and nutrition 
is a way of loving your plants. Pruning the dead leaves of your plant and 
transplanting them to bigger plants when they grow too big is another 
way of love.

how to look after       your plant family:how to look after       your plant family:



rate that          houseplant!rate that          houseplant!
Monstera

Wonderful plant, livens up the room 
and is very easy to take care of. Only 
needs a light watering once a week 
or so. If you forget to water every 
week, a good drink every fortnight 
is also fine. My monstera, Cleopa-
tra, grows a new leaf about once a 
month. A few hours of sun a week is 

also good.

Bunny Ear Cactus
Very cute plants, look like little 
bunnies hence the name. Very easy 
to take care of, just put it in a sun-
ny area and forget about it and then 
remember it again in three months 
and give it a bit of water and it will 
flourish. Looks very cute in a corner 

with books and clutter. 

Aloe Vera
Quite an adorable plant.Very good 
for sunburns or burns, skin and 
hair. They can grow to be quite big 
if they’re looked after properly. Just 
need to be put in a bright sunny 
place and heavily watered once ev-

ery two weeks.



rate that          houseplant!rate that          houseplant!

Aloe Vera
Quite an adorable plant.Very good 
for sunburns or burns, skin and 
hair. They can grow to be quite big 
if they’re looked after properly. Just 
need to be put in a bright sunny 
place and heavily watered once ev-

ery two weeks.

Spider Plant
An amazing plant that thrives 
in partly sunny areas and a 
good watering once a week 
if the soil is dry. Can grow to 
be rather big. They look great 
in bathrooms and kitchens. 
Excellent hanging plants that 
make your house feel like it’s 

filled with more plants.

Peace Lily
As an indoor plant it’s a medium 
size but they can grow so much 
bigger. The flowers are incredi-
bly beautiful and are a bit smaller 
than the size of the leaves. They 
grow great in indirect sunlight 
with moist soil but not soaking 
wet. Looks really good in bath-
rooms and in front of mirrors.

ZZ Plant
Pretty easy to take care of, 
water about once every two 
or three weeks with a couple 
hours of sunlight. Pretty aes-
thetic in the house and makes 
the room look more homey.  

Story by Alpha Rae-Flick



Student work from the Design Hapori. Left, Arabella, right, Forrest, below, 
Bartholomew.





10 Quirky Questions
A crazy quiz by Frankie Ingram

ten quirky questionsten quirky questions  
Compiled by Frankie Ingram



10 Quirky Questions
A crazy quiz by Frankie Ingram



which grizzly donut which grizzly donut 
are you?are you?  

Are you:
A Sour
B Tangy
C Creamy
D Sweet

Would your friends describe you as:
A Sugary
B Crumbly
C Freeze-dried
D Nutty

Rate yourseld on a scale of smooth-
ness:
A Super smooth
B Slightly textured
C Thick
D Chunky

Are you:
A Fresh and fruity
B Quintessentially kiwi
C Simple and sweet
D Homemade

Which season is your favourite?
A Summer
B Autumn
C Winter
D Spring

Are you:

Mostly As
You’re a LEMON CURD. Classic, 
without going out of style. Fresh and 
sassy, you’re also an alarming shade 
of yellow

Mostly Bs
You’re a FEIJOA CRUMBLE. Some 
people love you, some people don’t, 
but your fans are yours for life. 
There is often too much of you in 
autumn.

Mostly Cs
You’re a VANILLA CHEESECAKE. 
A bit basic, but sweet and sprinkled 
with raspberries for something a bit 
more interesting. 

Mostly Ds
You’re an APPLE CUSTARD. You’re 
warm and comforting, a perfect 
friend to make everyone feel at 
home.





mindful colouringmindful colouring  



self reflectionself reflection
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